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FOREST TAXATION

TAXES IN GENERAL

A tax may be defined as a compulsory contrioution of the

wealth of a person or a body of persons for tne service of

the public powers.

Taxes are levied to perform cooperative exterprises,

where the individual is insufficient to serve his own needs,

and must join with others for mutual protection and for tne

satisfaction of mutual desires. In theory the owner of

property is merely the steward of property of which the

government has a share, tnerefore tne government has some

control as to the way the property snail be used and has

the right to collect tne return for tne government's portion

of the property. However the hovernment is obligated to

perform certain services for the holder of tne property.

Theoretically taxes paid by tne individuals are the

government's share for the services which it renders, at

least the individuals receive the benefits of the police

protection, and such facilities as postal service, highways,

etc. that the government provides. To provide these services

the government must procure wealth wnich ifc'does by levying

assessments against tne wealth of tne individuals who make

up the governmental unit and receives it'£ benefits.

The theories of now taxes should be levied to obtain a

fair distribution of the tax load of the governmental unit

differ widely. Some people believe that taxes should be paid



in proportion to benefits received, some believe taxes should

be paid in proportion to the suffering the payment causes

the individuals and that this varies according to wealth,

still others believe taxes snould be paid from unearned land

values, etc.

How the tax should be applied to effect tne advanced

theories of tax distribution also differ widely. Important

also is the ease and efficiency with which a tax; may be

applied, and the willingness with which tne Aax will be

paid.

PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER

The purpose of this paper is to briefly survey tne

field of taxation to gain a foundation for a discussion of

the problems of forest taxation, and to make an attempt to

find forest taxation reforms that might be possible solutions

to the forest tax problem.

Property taxes

Property taxes are of two kinds, the general property

tax which affects all property regardless of nature, and the

classified property tax. which is the ad valorem taxation of

property by its segragation into groups and tne application to

these various groups of different tax rates.

The general property tax is based upon the theory that

the people of the tax units should be taxed in proportion to

their ability to pay, that property owned is a fair index to

this ability, that equitable assessments and levies can be



made, and that when the tax is universal it is not easily

shifted.

It is evident that this tneory does not work perfectly

in practice. Inequalities of assessments are particularly

noticeable. Lack of uniformity exists between taxing units.

It is often impossible to determine tne amount and value of

property individuals actually own. And the very important

item of income from property is ignored. All of these items

make for inequalities of the general property tax.

At present the general property tax is the chief source

of revenue for the most states and county and municipal

governmental units, and as the amount of revenue that is

raised by these institutions defends upon the expenditures

of t^ese same institutions and upon political demands for

increased or decreased expenditures, tne tax rate is subject

to variations. The instability of tne property tax is an

undesirable feature from tne standpoint of tne investor.

It is widely recognized that in act al practice one of

tne greatest flaws in the operation of the general property

tax is tne inequality of assessments. One cause for the

inequality of assessments is tne fact tnat most assessors

have no technical qualifications for tne joo of making assess

ments, but obtain their position tnrough political power as

they are usually elected by the country or municipality.

Under the present practice, property is not in reality

assessed every year or even every few years as each succeeding

assessor tends to merely copy the assessment rolls of hia



predecessor. Improvement of the assessing system could

undoubtedly be made by raising trie requirements of the

position of assessor and taking the assessor's job out of

politics.

Since the theory of property tax would appear to be to

tax all property at it's true value, good management is

encouraged; for if the tax is on value of property not on

the income the particular individual operating that property

makes it produce, tne poor manager that does not realize an

income is still required to carry the same tax burden. It

might also seem tnat immediate financial returns is encouraged,

this is ture for the poor manager who does not nave the

capital provided for the yearly "out-of-pocket" tax cost.

It also encourages immediate return to the amount of interest

accruing on the tax until liquidation. Immediate financial

returns are not encouraged for tne good manager above tne

amount of interest on taxes to time of liquidation, that is,

interest on money borrowed for taxes or the interest that

might be obtained for money used to pay the tax bill.

The classified property tax is an ad valorem tax on

property. Property is classified into groups, each group is

assessed independently and may nave the same or a different

rate tnan another group to which an ad valorem tax is applied.

As the assessment of personal property for taxation at a

general property tax rate is difficult and it is thought that

tne classified property tax is a more equitable tax, in a



classified property tax some consideration is goven to the

earning power of tne property. Undoubtedly tne classification

of property for tax purposes aids in the collection of taxes,

it also makes it easier to tax intangibles. The taxing of

intangibles may or may not be advantageous or an equitable

tax, for example, in the case of mortageB a double tax is

imposed on the same property.

Incoue Taxes

Income taxes are taxes on incomes and are in practice

usually applied on a graduated scale. Tne theory of the

income tax is that it is uased entirely upon ability to pay,

and that individuals and corporations that might escape the

property tax or do not pay taxes in proportion to their

income would be taxed under tne income tax.

In practice exemptions can be made for many things and

reasons to make the tax more equitable. Exemptions for state

inoome taxes vary from state to state. Usually however the

very low incomes are untaxed and in income taxes at tne

present exemptions can be made for dependents.

probably the greatest advantage of tne income tax is

that it affects those that are most able to pay and is a good

method for re-distributing wealth, and it cannot be shifted.

Also at present it is a popular tax because the majority of

the people do not have to pay it and it therefore appeals to

them. Under certain circumstances this tax may aid investments

for deferred yields.

Txxere are also many disadvantages of tne income tax.



first is the difficulty of collection and the frequent

evasions, uost of collection of income taxes from the low

income group may approach the amount collected and any tax

to bear a major portion of a revenue load must be commected

from tne low Income group as well as tne high income group.

State income taxes are especially evaded and business men will

tend to escape them by locating in states of no income or

lignt income tax. Income taxes may also enoourage poor

management and speculative holdings.

Death Taxes

Death taxes are of two types tne inheritance and the

estate tax. Both these taxes rest on the premise that tne

government should share in the wealth which it protected

during the life of the owner, and the wealth which it has

aided the owner to attain, and tne wealth tne owner has

acquired from property as an unearned increment. What

percentage of this wealth should be tne government's share

can only be decided by the citizens of tne taxing unit, and

might range from none to a total appropriation.

The estate tax differs from the inheritance tax in

that it is levied against tne entire estate ratner tnan on

individual inheritances, collection becomes easier in tne

case of tne estate tax as only one assessment and one

collection is necessitated, also the owner can determine

before his death just what each beneficiary will receive,

and what will go as taxes and may therefore provide for

payment of the tax. Since a larger sum is being taxed in



tne estate tax, higher brackets of taxation may be applied

and revenue increased.

Tne estate tax ha; some disadvantages. The estate tax is

not adjusted according to tne abilities of tne beneficiaries

to pay nor is there any provision made for tax differences

according to degree of relationship of tne beneficiaries to

tne deceased. Inequalities are evident in case of estates jf

equal value, some of which pass to a few individuals and

otners passing to many beneficiaries.

Inheritance taxes are levied against individual inherit

ances, and are influenced by amount of bequest or relation

ship of tne beneficiaries to the deceased or both. Theoretica

lly inheritance taxes are considered more equitaole tnan

estate taxes because they can be more precisely adjusted to

tne principal that taxes should be paid according to ability

to pay. Inequalities do creep in however because tne inherit

ance tax differs between states and may be unfair to some

'. dividuals.

Both the taxes have the advantage of being relatively

easy to collect and probably will not work the hardship on

those taxed as would some of tne other taxes, .both nave the

disadvantage of not comming regularily or when needed by the

taxing agencies. Death taxes ordinarily do not greatly effect

sustained yield, but may adversely affect deferred yields;

becuase of tne pressure to liquidate in order to meet the

tax. Death taxes has little effect on liquidation operations

except to accelerate them.
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Gift Taxes

Gift taxes are taxes placed on transfers of property

made by individuals for less tnan adequate consideration.

trift taxes are necessary to make death taxes effective.

Iiany individuals have attempted to evade tne estate and in

heritance taxes by making gifts in anticipation of death.

The prupose of the g.ift tax is to forestall this type of

evasion.

Transaction Taxes

A transaction tax is a tax on tne sale or transfer of

commodities or property, ihe sales tax and the processing

tax are forms of tne transaction tax. xi the transaction

tax is placed upon commodities that are luxuries or on

commodities not necessary for adilj consumption, those wno

can afford to pay taxes will tend to bear the burden of this

tax, however in times of depression or panic these commodities

not necessary to the life of trie people will be snoved far

down the consumers scale and relatively small purchases of

tnese commodities will be made and the tax w ill fail to

bring the governmental unit the needed income. However if

transaction taxes are placed on the common daily necessities

those in the lowest income groups will pay approximately as

much of the tax. as those in the higher income ^roups and may

thus De considered an unfair tax. T?hen applied to necessities

the transaction tax withstands depression better than most

other forms of taxation.



Disadvantages of the transaction tax is that it tends

to pyramid, and the government does not get tne full amount

of the pyramided tax. The transaction tax is also often

difficult to collect and evasions are frequent. However tne

transaction tax may be an indirect tax to which there is no

particular objection to from tne public. The sales tax. when

applied to consumers goods avoids tne pyramiding of the tax,

but may be objectional to the public or may be on goods

essential to life and lower tne living standards of tne lower

income group.

When transaction taxes or sales taxes are placed on

goods tnat are sensitive to taxation such as lumber it may

tend to drive such goods off the market.

Other Forms Of Taxation

Custom duties, licenses and some types of fees where

fees are not in proportion to services rendered are other

methods of taxation a,plied. Same for tne purposes of revenue,

and some are for other purposes.

The tarriff or the custom duties imposed by the tarriff

is supported by several theories, tne outstanding of which

are the arguments that the custom duties bring some revenue to

the National Government and that they protect the American

industries and the wage scale of tne American laborers from

the competition of cheaper foreign productions, and that

greater National indipendence is insured by stimulating and

protecting home industries and home markets.

In practice the tarriff is probably retained because of
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the pressure exerted by those industries or producers who

gain from the.imposition of a tarriff. Investigation will

show that the consumers of imported goods actually pay the

largest share of the custom duties. Wealth consists of the

amount of consumers goods, not money, that can be obtained

by the people of the nation. The import and exports of a

countries goods or wealth must balance if international

trade is to succeed and when tarriff barriers are imposed

they tend to retard tne international exchange of goods. One

reason given for the rapid development of the United States

is that no tarriff barriers existed between states and an

economic division of labor and resources could take place.

There are many commodities which the United States could

produce cheaper than any other nation despite low wage scales

in other countries, and could the division of labor be

carried to an interantional scope it would probably raise

the living standards of all countries. Tne greatest hinder-

ance to the practical application of free trade is the

financial and sociological costs of horizontal mobility, these

costs defy measurement.

Fees such as passport and consular fees are probably

imposed because it is a ready source of revenue, the same is

also probably true of certain types of licenses, etc.

Borrowing

Borrowing is another source from which money for

expenditures is secured but probably this should not be

considered a source of income, but is the present utilization

of future income.
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TAXES AND FORESTRY

How Forest Properties Are Affected b^i Taxes

As students of fjrestry we are particularly interested

in the application of taxes to forest properties. In order

to understand taxation of forest land we need to kiiow:-

1. What kind of taxes are applied to forest properties.
2. What are the types of forest properties.
3. What are the types of operations,
4. What a-.d how are taxes applied to forest properties.

The two types of forest taxation which will concern us

are:-

1. Taxes on inc naes of fjrest properties.
2. xhe ad valorem property tax.

Tne types of operations are:-

1. Depletion pield or liquidation of the assets of tne
forest property.

2. Deferred yield
a. The timber holding business.
b. The forest developing ausiness

3. Sustained yield operations.

Taxation Effects on Depletion Yield

In so far as assessments are not copied from the previous

assessments on the tax tole, tne assessment of forest land at

the present is largely determined oy tne value of the stumpage

on the land. This system of determining value of timoerland

is somewiiat different than tne method of determining the value

of agricultural lands becuase agricultural lands are not

assessed at the value of a crop ready to harvest, but upon

the capitalized value of tne average yearly value that can be

obtained from taany crops, at least in theiry value of agricul

tural land should be determined this way. To be subject to
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the same tax rates as agricultural lands, forest lands snould

be assessed on the capitalized v. lue of tne yearly value of

timber crops, or tne captialized value of the timber increment.

In other words both tne agricultural and forest lands should

be assessed on land Values that correlate with their ability

to produce incomes under proper management.

The present property tax applied to forest lands does

not adversely affect liquidation operations, at least no more

than any equitable tax affects any business, because the tax

is based on a liquidation system. Tne property tax contrubutes

to liquidation because the forest property is taxed on the

value of it's present crop, not on the value of tow or more

crops over the interval of time necessary for the production

of a second or third crop, that is, the assessment of the land

is too high because it is based on tne value of a mature crop

without consideration of the time necessary to grow tne crop.

If the forest crop was taxed only each time a crop was pro

duced it would be somewhat comparable to the tax on agricultural

lands. Therefore because timber property is taxed only on

one crop the tax is unfavorable to the operator .no desires

to grow a second or successive crops.

It is claimed the 2% property tax forces liquidation,

but as the tax cost is so much smaller than many other variable

costs, it probably is not an important factor in increasing

liquidation at the present. Costs of logging operations

include depreciation, overhead, interest, ect, gn most

operations the depreciation of machinery will vary with the
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time required to log the available stumpage, and as tne

depreciation costs are from 10J5 to bOfs of the cost of plant

and equipment annually, the depreciation costs are several
However

times the tax bill, a Fairchild has also shown that tneor<£ti-

cally tne property tax absorbs a smaller proportion of trie

capital value of property which is depleted rapidly than it

doee of the other two types of income, namely sustained and

deferred yields. Therefore is tne tax were increased to

25% the influence for liquidation would be strongly marked,

so that tne fact remains that the present property tax

favors a liquidation system.

Another reason that the present property tax favors

liquidation is that many people oelieve that tne property

tax is responsible for liquidation and govern their actions

accordingly. Though this is a psychological reason for

liquidation it is no less a real one.

Deferred Yields

Deferred yields are obtained under two types of

businesses, first the timber holding business where timber

is held speculatively for better markets, prices, etc. or

where it is held for a short time for increased increment.

Second tne establishment of a forest where the forest must

be built up and a long period of time elapse before crop can

be harvested and returns obtained.

The present property tax is unfavorable to both types of

business oecau.ie the timber holding or forest growing

businesses are both paying taxes on a crop from which no

SCHOOL OF FORESTIT
OREGON STATE COLLEGE

0ORVAILIS, 8REG0N
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returns are oeing obtained and that does not „et exist.

This is particularly ture of the establishment of a forest

where taxes and tne interest on tnose taxes accumulate during

the growing interval,on long rotations this interest on taxes

is very severe and materially shifts the marginal acre.

The yield tax theoretically equals the amount of the

property tax, but defers the payment of the tax until the crop

can be harvested, which aids tne operator wno is unaole to pay

the "out-of-pocket" costs for taxes during tne interval of

deferment. However because in practice it only changes

the time of payment of the property tax it is not much of an

improvement and tne operator wno has a yield tax to pay is

hard pressed in competition with the operator to whom these

taxes are past costs. Tne fact that very little advantage of

the yield tax has been taken demonstrates that otner factors

than taxes are also prohibiting factors to deferred yields.

Sustained Yields

The property tax on sustained forest yields apparently

nas little affect and cannot snift tne margin. The property

tax on sustained forest yield is very similar to the property

tax on agricultural lands. Income or yield taxes would nave

little affect on either and would not shift tne marginal acre.
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REFORMS DISCUSSED BY FAIRCHILD

Deferred Timber Tax

The principal features of tne Deferred Timber Tax are

as follows:-

"1. Segregation of the total assessed value of forest

property into land value and timuer v.lue, and payment of the

annual property tax on land value in tne ordinary manner.

2. Deferment of property tax payments on timber value

until income is realized through tne cutting or sale of

timber and other forest products.

3. payment of taxes on timber value due to local units

of government from a timber tax fund to be provided oy the

state.

4. Repayment to tne state timber tax fund in years

when income from timber is realized, of deferred timber taxes,

accumulated without interest, together with the timber tax of

the current year; total repqyment within any one year limited

to a fixed percent of the stumpage value of tne forest products

cut or sold in that year.

5. In case of extraordinary loss through fire or other

causes, reduction of tne deferred timber tax carried forward

from the ^receeding year to tne assessed value of trie timber

in the current year.

6. Treatment of all forest property in one ownership in

a tax billing district as a unit for tne purpose of admin

istering of Ho.2,4 and 5".
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Differential Timber Tax

Essential features of the differential timber tax are:-

1. The lowering of tne tax on timber being grown or neld

in reserve to the point which would make proper allowance for

necessary deferrment of income, so that taxes would not be

a restraining influence.

2. Under this tax the land is subject to tne ordinary

property tax, but the timber on tne land is classified for

differential assessment, that is, separate assessment for land

and timber.

3. A fixed percentage, definitely stated by law, would be

deducted from assessed value of the timber , determined in the

ordinary way, to obtain the taxable value to wnich tne regular-

ly determined tax rates would be applied.

4. A separate treatment and percentage value assessment

for second-growth forests and old-growth forests.

5. Applying reduction percentage for second-growth

forests in accordance with the income cycle.

6. The reduction percentage to be subject to readjustment

at stated intervals.

7. When old-growth forests are an unimportant element

of the tax bc.se, old-growth would be treated tne same as

second-growth.

8. Where old-growth timber is an important element of the

tax base a period of 20 years or l,m._.er should be provided

before reduction percentages would apply.
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9. Operated forest tracts would be subject to the

ordinary property tax.

10. On old-growth forests the reduction factor would be

5 percent times tne number of years elapsed since the basic

date or the 20-year period was passed.

11. A maximum reduction factor established probably

50 percent.

12. Old-growth receiving some income from cutting but not

enough to pay carrying charges wo.ad also oe subject to

relief.

13. All properties under the same ownership in a taxing

unit would be considered as one anitaof forest property for

raxation purposes.

Adj us ted Property Tax

The features of tne Adjusted property Tax are as

follows:-

1. The forest property will be assessed in the usual

manner, except the calculated adjusted value increment

accumulated form the time the Adjusted Proptery Tax Plan

goes into effect will be deducted from the assessed valuation.

2. Calculated adjusted value increment is found by-

a. Calculating 1 year's interest on tne value of the

forest at the beginning of the year.

b. Adding the taxes paid during tne year.

c. Subtracting the income received during tne year.

3. Interest rates to be fixed at the pure interest rate

figure determined.
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4. In any given year the deduction will be tne accumulat

ed adjusted value increment up to tne end of the next preceeding

year.

The Yield Tax

The essential features of the Yield Tax are:-

1. substitution of property as tax base to income

as the tax base.

Modified Yield Tax

1. Separate timber from land and assessment of land
4

apart from timber.

2. Apply unmodified property tax on assessed value of

the land.

2a. Or fix a constant or maximum land assessment.

2b. Or impose a specific annual tax per acre on land.

2c. Or apply a specified fraction of the property tax

rate to tne regular assessment.

3. Apply tax on timber based on income from timber.

4. Establishment of a tax rate m tne timber, that will

be comparable to trie amount that would nave been received

under a property tax for property producing a sustained annual

income.

Criticism of Keforms

The writer believes that none of these reforms is adequate

to induce timber operators to operate on a sustained yield

basis, for tnere is no penalty for liquidation and insufficient

help for grov/ing forest crops.
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REFORM TAX

( Proposed by writer )

It is recognised that from a sociological point of view

sustained yield is very advantageous. It stabilizes

communities, and eliminates tne wastes of horizontal mobility.

A certain recognition of responsibility for tne future gen

erations is also felt and we are desirous of governing our

natural resources with some though for tne future. Sustained

yield aids in tne prevention of floods, erosion and over-

utilization, it nelps in tne protection of watersheds, wild

life and the preservation of recreational values all of which

are compatible with sustained yield but incompatible with

liquidation operations. Therefore an equitable tax reform
with will induce tne lumber industry to practice sustained yield

is needed. The suggested tax reform is merely an ideal

toward which the writer oelieves tax legislation snould

be pointed.

To effect reforms,competent trained assessors of timber-

land thcit are removed form political pressure is one of the

first needs. It is suggested that forest property be valued

by determining the derived value of each forest property on

a sustained yield basis.

Assuming tne government has part interest in all property

and that the owners of property are considered stewards of

property; the government should expect those who manage the

forest lanas to return the government a yearly profit on the

government's share of the property.
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Thus the holders of timber lands snould be assessed on the

derived value of a sustained yield and a tax should be levied

on that basis. If the owner of a forest property liquidated

the value of the property the government snould not then

receive tne yearly stipend to which it is entitled, therefore

the owner of the forest property who liquidates should be

expected to pay a tax equal to the value af the tax of a

sustained yield to infinity. Should tne owner of a forest

property reforest an area after a liquidation cutting they

should then be expected to pay a tax equal to the yearly

taxi of a sustained yield for tne period necessary to grow

a new crop.

To illustrate:-

Given a forest property of 50,000 acres of virgin

timber with a book value of $2,000,000 to be logged in 50

years under a liquidation syste, Operation is to return the

owners 6% on the investment which is interest and risk and 2%

of assessed valuation in taxes* Under tne present taxing

system the property tax would be applied somewhat as follows:-

ft2.000.000 3ook value x .60 assessed valuation x.Q2 tax
50 years operation

equals $480.00 annual tax difference.

Taxes first year §24,000.

vn- •.e )(V*0Pn (n x ,Q$n - 1) -/ 1)
7Up2-

vn- 480 {2.692 (50 x .02 -1) / l) - f195',950. total tax for
.009

the first fifty year period.
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Vo-_ 195,950 - ;p44,686 present value of tax for operation,
4.384

Assuming a profit of 6% on investment yearly profit

amounted to .,,120,000. using lormula vo-_ r(l.opn_]j
.opil.bpn)

present worth of total profit is #3,088,061.00

Given the same property under the proposed system of

tax reform where derived value of sustained yield is used as

the tax base the tax would be applied somewhat as follows:-

On deriving value of tne same property i-k was found to

have a value of $1,500,000 under sustained yield and

this amount was invested.

11,500,000 x .60 x .02 - $18,000 yearly tax.

present worth of this yearly tax to infinity equals

vo - vn substituting vo -_ 18,000 -_ $600,000.
.op .13'

and a tax of $600,000 would he assessed to the property

instead of a tax with a present worth of $44,686.

If the operation had been placed under sustained yield

however and assuming the profit,that is, interest and risk to

be 6% the present worth of the profit wouia be $3,000,000 or

$90,000 yearly.

under the present system the operation would have paid

the government only a present value of $44,686 while tne pro

perty had it been agricultural land would have had a net

present worth to the government of ^600,000, thus under the

reform tax the lumber company would pay the government the

balance or #555,314. While under the present system the
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government would have been loser uy liquidation methods of

over $550,000 the lumber company oy liquidation operation

under the conditions of tne example would have gained only

$88,061. even though $500,000 more was invested in the

operation and would also have had to reinvest tne original

$2,000,000 which it is assumed was returned to the company

by liquidation.

Should tne company however nave satisfactorily reforested

the area they would be assessed only the additional tax

necessary to cover t^e loss to the government until tne new

crop could be harvested. Thus if the 50,000 acres were

satisfactorily replanted after liquidation the lumber company

would be expected to pay only '$583,445. using the formula

vo 1 r(1«°PJ-l) substituting 18,0Q0i54.71-1 j, - $58^,443.00
'.opU.Op11; .03 x 34.71

using a 120 year rotation. $y using tne reform tax the

operator would be almost forced to operate on a sustained

yield basis.

A timber nuXtirhg business, where timber is held fjr

speculative purposes would also be subject to the yearly

sustained yield tax, this would eliminate some of the holding

of timber for speculative purposes. If however the deferred

operation was to allow timber to mature or to establish a

forest or to reforest abandoned land, the creation of value

would be taking place, and the government would gain by that

creation of value through taxes as well as in other respects,

therefore taking the view that the government is part owner
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of the timber property, the government should pay it's proportion

of the expense of creating this timber value.

Assuming that trie forest property used in the aoove

illustration is bare land on which it seems profitable to

create a forest, the capital which is invested Will need to

return 6% for the owner and 2% of the assessed valuation for

the government. Therefore the government snould subsidize

the owner for 2b% of the cost of the creation of tne value.

Thus $4116.00 can be spent to reforest the area so that it

will have a derived value of §1,500,000 when tne timber is

ripe for cutting in 120 years. The owner can afford to invest

#3087.00 and the government $1029.00 The owner will still

make his six percent and the government will insure itself

of a yearly income of $1,8,00^00 after an elapse of 120 years

and all the other social and economic benefits of having a

forest cover on tne area.

In the above figure the values upon which the sustained

yield figures were based that is tne $1,500,000 derived

value includes both the value of the land and the value of the

timber upon that land which contributes to the increment.

Where liquidation operations would take place in spite

of the high tax cost of liquidation, the revenue so derived

could be used by the governmental agency to reforest the cut-

over lands from which tne tax was derived and portions of this

tax may be ear-marked for pi >tection of these lands until they

are again producing revenue.
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Some degree of flexibility could oe attained by a

reassignment of tax rates at comparable rates to the pre

vailing rates on agricultural lands etc. at intervals

fixed by statute, it could at least be readjusted once each

ortation. Of course a liquidation operation would

necessarily pay its liquidation tax at the rate prevailing

at the time of the liquidation. Such a reform tax as pro

posed would not be elastic to meet short time fluctuations of

tax rate and tax demands but would be more flexible tnan the

yield tax as now applied.

Rate of assessment or tax rate should also be high

enough to cover insurance for insects and fire for the

governments snare and high enough for protection form insects

and fire. This is justified on tne grounds that tne local

governmental units must be protected from sudden losses of

tax base and as protection from fire is often furnished to

some degree to tne State, tne state is the logical insuring

and protecting agency.


